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About Katie & Lewis
Katie and Lewis have spent the last 18 months traveling all over the world.
From driving 4WDs on Australia's Fraser Island to flying a helicopter over
London to exploring the rice terraces of Bali, they've covered a lot of ground.
At the start of their travels the photos and blog posts they shared began as a
way to keep friends and family in the lop on their whereabouts... what began
as a fun hobby grew into a way they could inspire others to get out of their
comfort zones and have the experience of a lifetime through travel.

About Explore Wright

Explore
Wright

In August 2016, Lewis created
@explorewright as a designated
travel Instagram where he could
post a daily snapshot of his
adventures and not annoy all his
friends back home with endless
pictures of beaches and
unbelievable scenery.
The rest is history...
www.explorewright.com

About Katie Lofblad
Travel
www.katielofblad.com is a fast
growing site with a steadily rising
loyal readership. Creative and high
quality content makes this blog a
trusted resource for travelers to
plan trips and discover new
destinations wherever they may be
headed.

Katie
Lofblad
Travel
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Social Media
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For both accounts: Followers are between the ages of 28-34 and
primarily from the United States, the United Kingdom and
Australia.

Together, @katielofblad and
@explorewright have over 21,000
followers on Instagram
21K
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How Can We Work Together?
• Sponsored blog posts or videos
• Instagram posts and stories
• Ongoing brand ambassadorship
• Social media takeovers
• Product and service reviews
• Familiarization trips
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“Lewis was great to work with
and provided us some excellent
content across his various social
media profiles. We were able to
provide the hashtags which
reached a wide audience and
therefore an increased
awareness for our racedays.” Chris, Newmarket Racecourse

Who We've Worked With:
...and more!
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